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Introduction
The use of ultrasound is an adequate means to nondestructively determine the elastic properties of a material, since these are closely related to the velocities of the acoustic waves. The elasticity theory shows that inside an isotropic and homogeneous medium only two kinds of waves can exist, namely longitudinal and shear waves, which are characterized by their phase velocities c L and c T respectively. These two parameters, in addition to the mass density ρ, suffice to acoustically characterize such material and, specifically, to calculate any of its adiabatic elastic parameters: Young's modulus E, shear modulus G, Poisson's ratio ν, etc [1, 2] .
The presence of boundaries or any other kind of non-homogeneities produce, in general, reflection or refraction phenomena and so other waves may appear, such as surface acoustic waves (SAW). This is the case of the well-known Lamb and Rayleigh waves. Lamb waves are produced in plates with parallel and stress-free boundaries, due to the successive reflections of longitudinal and shear waves. Rayleigh waves are generated in the surface of a semi-infinite medium and can be regarded as a particular superposition of Lamb waves in a plate of thickness much larger than the wavelength of such superimposed Lamb waves [3] .
SAW have been widely used in nondestructive testing of shell structures [4] [5] [6] [7] and also for determining elastic properties of materials, as we detail below; so it was proved that they present several advantages over bulk waves. Some of these appealing features are their capability to propagate along large distances with much less attenuation than bulk waves (thus allowing a wider area of inspection), their applicability in a broad range of frequencies (the wavelength of a Lamb wave may be larger or shorter than the plate thickness), and that they can be used to measure in-plane as well as out-of-plane material properties. Another important feature is that the field distribution is mode dependent, which allows, by a proper selection of the mode and frequency, to improve the sensitivity and/or the selectivity to certain types, geometries or location of defects [5] [6] [7] (for example, in some modes, the amplitude of the displacements decays with the depth into the medium, which makes these modes sensitive only to defects near the surfaces). However, the difficulties for generating only a single mode and the dispersive nature of the guided waves introduce a great complexity in the signals, that makes necessary a powerful data processing. So, in broadband multimode guided waves, the isolation of each mode contribution to the whole signal and, within each mode, the dispersive effects are key issues to address. Broadband signals contain more information than narrowband signals, but the dispersive effects may be minimized and the signal to noise ratio maximized in the last ones. For this reason, the determination of phase or group velocities is easier and more accurate employing narrowband waveforms.
The identification of the Lamb modes present in a plate and the measurement of their properties can be performed by several methods. When a singleor multimode broadband signal is excited, it is appropriate to employ time-frequency analysis techniques [8] in order to characterize the present modes. Several authors have reported the use of these techniques to extract the dispersion curves of Lamb modes, for instance the wavelet transform [5, [9] [10] [11] , the short-time Fourier transform [12] and the variants of the Wigner distribution [13] . A different approach is based on two-dimensional spectra obtained by combining time records from a series of equally spaced points along the plate, rendering the amplitude of the signal versus frequency and wavenumber [14, 15] . A simpler technique useful for multimode broadband signals allows extracting the phase velocity from a single set of waveform time stories recorded at two locations along the propagation path. For this, a comparison is made between the phase spectra recorded at each location for each mode, provided there is a clear separation between modes (this may be accomplished by setting the detection area at a distance large enough from the wave source) [16, 17] . For single-mode broadband signals, the former method becomes the classical method to determine the phase velocity by measuring the phase shift of the signal at each frequency (for example, by Fourier transforming) due to a known displacement of the receiver [14, 18] . A different approach is the employment of the cut-off frequencies of leaky Lamb waves [19] . If a broadband signal is non-dispersive, each mode velocity can be measured by the time-of-flight technique [20] .
Narrowband signals (tone-burst or continuous sinusoidal excitation) admit, in general, a much easier processing than broadband ones. Usually, the group velocity dispersion in the working band of frequencies may be neglected and, for each single mode, the shape of the burst envelope is maintained along the propagation path. If the signal is, in addition, single-mode, the group and phase velocities can be measured respectively by a simple time-of-flight technique [5] and by the incremental phase shift over a known displacement of the transducer along the propagation direction [21] . In the case that several modes are generated, a cost-effective way to separate them is by employing tone-bursts of limited duration and allowing enough travelling distance between the generation and the recording zones, so the different group velocities of the modes produce the separation. Otherwise, some of the aforementioned techniques for broadband signals (time-frequency techniques [5] or two-dimensional Fourier transform [15] ) may be employed to isolate the modes at the expense of a greater computational work.
All the former techniques are devised for the treatment of signals collected in a pointwise scheme (typically using piezoelectric transducers, laser velocimeters, EMAT, etc), and the change of location of the recording point is usually done by mechanical displacement of the transducer relative to the insonified part. This strongly limits the number of sampling locations: typically, less than ten points are used, and of the order of a hundred for the two-dimensional Fourier transform method. However, the employment of whole-field optical techniques has opened new possibilities to capture and analyse SAW fields.
Our group contributed to the demonstration of the detection of Rayleigh and Lamb waves by pulsed TV holography (TVH) [22, 23] and developed a refinement of the technique that, in a first stage, performs the optical phase evaluation and, subsequently, the mechanical complex amplitude evaluation [24] . This measurement tool allows "freezing" and recording the instantaneous spatial distribution of transient out-of-plane displacement fields. If a narrowband, single-mode instantaneous 2D displacement field is obtained by TVH, then the centre wavenumber k 1 of the wave field can be measured in the field map (for example, by directly measuring the wavelength). This value, combined with an independent measurement of the wave centre frequency f (made, for example, with a laser velocimeter in a stationary point) leads to the value of the phase velocity c p = 2πf/k 1 . In any case, if the objective is the determination of the elastic constants of the material, the determination of the SAW phase or group velocities is only a first stage in the process.
In principle, any method leading to measure the phase or group velocity of acoustic waves in solids, like those described above, may be appropriate to determine the adiabatic elastic constants of the material. Several authors have investigated the use of Lamb waves for determining the elastic constants of materials, and it has been reported the use of both narrowband and broadband excitation. Rogers [21] excited several pure narrowband modes by using a variable angle wedge and measured the phase velocities by the phase shift method, thus he obtained the solution for the elastic constants that best fitted the experimental points. Culshaw [25] used broadband laser-generated Lamb waves and obtained the frequency spectrum from the two-dimensional Fourier transform of the signal obtained with a Michelson interferometer, finding a solution by fitting the results to the theoretical curves. In a former work [26] we have shown that the simultaneous presence of two modes produces a beating effect in the displacement map that can be measured with our self-developed pulsed TVH system. The envelope of the displacements (beating signal) is a spatially periodic function whose wavenumber (that we call beat wavenumber) is equal to the difference of wavenumbers of the two coexisting modes. We generated the A0 and S0 Lamb modes in an aluminium plate using the wedge method. For a given plate thickness, the beat wavenumber can be univocally situated in the Rayleigh-Lamb frequency spectrum for each value of the Poisson's ratio ν. Therefore, if ν is known, the working point in the frequency spectrum can be determined and the normalized frequency calculated, thus allowing the determination of c L and c T . However, as we did not know ν, we tried to use both the envelope and the carrier observed in the TVH images to extract the individual wavenumber of each mode. Unfortunately, the fitting of these wavenumbers to the Rayleigh-Lamb frequency spectrum is rather insensitive to the value of the Poisson's ratio, that is, we could find a fit for every value of ν into the uncertainty band of the individual wavenumbers. Consequently, we assumed a particular Poisson's ratio, namely the nominal value given by the manufacturer of the alloy. In conclusion, by measuring the beat wavelength of the modes A0 and S0 and using a guessed Poisson's ratio, the velocities c L and c T could be roughly estimated.
In this paper we aim to improve the accuracy of our method for determining elastic properties from the measurements of surface wave fields in plates. To overcome the limitations found in the former method, we present in this work a new approach. Instead of employing a guesstimate of ν, a new independent experimental datum, namely the longitudinal velocity c L is measured by the classical pulse-echo method. In addition, a study of the sensitivity dependence on the frequency of our method has been performed and so the best possible frequencies have been chosen for the experiments. From the experimental data we calculated ν, which allows, from the aforementioned c L and known the mass density ρ, to obtain the Young's modulus E.
Taking into account the other ultrasonic methods to determine the adiabatic elastic constants (excluding the static or quasi-static methods, that render values of the isothermal properties), we conclude that the main advantages of our technique are the capability of making true remote measurements (the detection optical head is several metres apart from the test plate, while we expect that the ultrasound generation will be performed in the future also remotely by laser irradiation) and the single-shot recording of the instantaneous ultrasonic wave field.
Theory

Lamb waves
In an homogeneous and isotropic solid, only longitudinal and shear waves can exist, with phase velocities c L and c T respectively. Lamb waves are a special kind of acoustic waves that propagate in plates, infinite in extent and having stress-free boundaries. The geometry and notation for the propagation of these waves is depicted in Fig. 1 . Any wave mode in the plate (either of the Lamb class or not) is a combination of longitudinal and shear waves successively reflected, in general with type (longitudinal-shear) conversion, in its boundaries. Shear waves can be polarized vertically or horizontally, i.e., with vibrations in the sagittal plane or in a plane parallel to the plate. The second ones can originate uncoupled modes but are not useful to us since our experimental system only detects out-of-plane displacements. On the other hand, vertically polarized shear waves can only satisfy the stress-free boundary condition in combination with longitudinal waves, and thus Lamb wave modes are generated (the unique exception to this are the Lamé modes, a particular kind of Lamb waves in which only shear waves exist). There are two different kinds of Lamb waves, namely symmetric and antisymmetric ones. For real values of the wavenumber (that correspond to propagating modes) the conditions that a Lamb mode must satisfy derive in three different equations depending on the zone of the spectrum. Employing adimensional magnitudes for simplicity, the condition for the existence of propagating Lamb modes in these regions is given as follows [1] :
Region I, 0 < γχ < ξ:
Region II, ξ < γχ < χξ:
Region III, ξ < γ:
where:
Normalized wavenumber :
Normalized frequency :
Velocity ratio :
and k 1 is the Lamb wavenumber, 2h the plate thickness and ω = 2πf the circular frequency. In linear Elasticity, the Poisson's ratio ν is a function of the velocity ratio:
By solving these equations numerically one can obtain the relationship between the wavenumber and the frequency for each mode. This dependence is shown in the frequency spectrum curves, which are represented in Fig. 2 for the three first symmetric and antisymmetric Lamb modes. In this adimensional form, the frequency spectrum depends solely on the velocity ratio χ or, using Eq. 7, on the Poisson's ratio ν.
We have normalized the frequency with respect to c L instead of to c T (that is the usual way) because this allows calculating the normalized frequency directly from experimental data, as we will see in subsection 4.2.
Beating between A0 and S0 Lamb modes
As we will justify in subsection 3.1, the generated wave fields are a practically pure superposition of the modes A0 and S0. The instantaneous out-of-plane displacements of the plate surface points in this case can be expressed in exponential notation as follows:
This field can be expressed as:
or, in abbreviated notation:
An alternative expression for the total displacement is:
with
in such a way that A e exp(jψ e ) may be regarded as a complex envelope, whose modulus A e at a given point x 1 is the maximum displacement achievable at this point at any instant, and its phase ψ e adds to the carrier phase term:
Combining Eq. 11 and Eq. 14,
The envelope A e defined by Eq. 12 is a spatially periodic function, whose spatial period Λ (the beat wavelength) coincides with the distance between consecutive nodes (points where A e is minimum). In the exposed theoretical model, Λ is independent of the amplitude relation between modes A0 and S0 and it is inversely proportional to the wavenumber difference between modes:
3 Experimental techniques
Generation of Lamb waves
The test specimens were two aluminium plates of dimensions (in mm) 500 × 200×2, 98 and 500×200×4, 03. The alloy denomination is EN AW-2017A-T4. The plates are supported in a way close to the free-space condition, i.e., minimizing constraints at the surface. They simply rest on a breadboard covered in velvet fabric.
The generation of narrowband Lamb waves in metallic plates with an outof-plane amplitude large enough to be detectable by our pulsed TVH system (several nanometres) is not easily accomplished. Optically generated ultrasound [27] seems to be a good option in terms of ease of use, flexibility and even experimental control of the ultrasound parameters. However, up to now, only a few methods have been reported to produce narrowband surface waves [28] [29] [30] [31] and all of them require a quite expensive equipment (pulsed lasers, specific modulators, etc). Thence we had to employ a conventional generation method by mechanical contact.
Among the classical contact methods, we selected the prismatic coupling block one (also called the wedge method) because of its good repeatability and fine control of frequency and shape of the acoustical wave train. Even though each particular wedge defines a nominal phase velocity of the guided wave, it is yet possible to excite different modes (with different phase velocities) at each frequency with a unique wedge, due to the finite extent of the coupling zone between the wedge and the plate [32] . Unless a careful design of the phase velocity nominal value and coupling area length is done, two or more Lamb modes will be excited even applying a pure temporal sinusoidal waveform (monochromatic excitation). For this reason, we have explored the possibilities to extract useful information from the multimode wave fields that we could excite with the same hardware intended to generate Rayleigh waves in aluminium. The normalized phase velocity of the first six Lamb modes is represented against the frequency-thickness product in Fig. 3 . In our case, the modes A0 and S0 were mainly excited, since the phase velocities of both modes in our frequency-thickness range (2, 5-4 MHz · mm) are rather close to the Rayleigh wave velocity. In fact, these modes converge to the Rayleigh one if the frequency-thickness product tends to infinity. Moreover, any other mode has a much higher phase velocity, so we have assumed that only the two desired modes A0 and S0 are relevant in the plate. The good fit of the results to this model seems to confirm that hypothesis.
In practice, instead of a monochromatic excitation, it is better to apply a tone-burst of constant amplitude that produces a wave train of given length (larger or smaller than the field of view of the TVH system, depending on the application). The main advantage of this mode of operation is that the measurement instant can be set close enough to the starting time of the burst so that the wave train could not reach any edge of the plate, avoiding disturbing reflected waves. This fact makes unnecessary the use of acoustic absorbers at the edges of the plate. Also, real transient events can be studied. In general, a non-monochromatic character of the excitation broadens the temporal spectrum of the generated Lamb waves, making the measurement of the phase velocity difficult due to the dispersive nature of Lamb modes. So, we selected a type of excitation as narrowband as possible, with the limitation of starting the tone-burst at a time before the measurement not so early that the reflected waves can reach the field of view. Fig. 4 . Layout of the double-pulsed TVH system.
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Measurement of the beat wavelength
The measurement of the beat wavelength is done in the output 2D displacement fields rendered by our pulsed TVH system, whose layout is depicted in Fig. 4 .
The basis of TVH is the recording of interference patterns (holograms) between a reference beam and an object beam scattered from the surface of the part to be measured [33] . In our system the interferometer is arranged to detect the out-of-plane component of the surface displacements in the plate, although this technique could be used to record the in-plane component by changing the illumination-observation geometry. In our case the object optical phase difference at any point, φ o , is related to the out-of-plane displacement u 2 as follows:
where λ is the laser wavelength and u 2 is given by Eq. 15.
Two speckle interferograms are recorded with a delay of just a small odd number of half periods of the wave -typically three-by carefully synchronizing the laser, the special camera and the surface wave generator as detailed in [23] . Therefore, the displacement of the surface between pulses can be expressed solely in terms of the first instant, t 1 , by taking:
These interferograms are processed following the procedure described in [24] to obtain the 2D map of the optical phase change, ∆Φ, between them, which is given by:
and is proportional to the displacement field u 2 at a given instant t 1 . Fig. 5 shows a typical optical phase change map.
To isolate the envelope of the mechanical displacements A e , we tried to make a quadratic demodulation [34] from two optical phase change maps acquired at instants t 1 and t 1 +π/2ω, i.e., time-shifted by a quarter of the wave period, and also tried to apply the temporal phase evaluation by the well-known algorithm of Schwider-Hariharan [35] by taking five different maps dephased by a quarter of a period as well. Nevertheless, we did not obtain satisfactory results. We ascribe this failure to the presence of a phase jitter between the two cavities of the laser which adds a random background level to the optical phase change maps.
To overcome this difficulty another processing method was applied, namely the spatial Fourier transform method (SFTM) [36] . At this point, it is advantageous to consider the optical phase change, ∆Φ, as the real part of an analytical signal:
where
is the mechanical complex amplitude of the wave field, expressed in terms of the optical phase difference. We apply the SFTM as described in [24] by computing the Fourier transform of a single optical phase change map and applying a spatial band-pass filter to select one of the side lobes which contains the frequencies of interest. Taking the instant t 1 when the first laser pulse is fired as the reference for the phase (ωt 1 = 0), this procedure yields the distribution of complex amplitude A(x 1 ). Hence the envelope, A e (x 1 ), can be calculated as λ/4π times the modulus of this complex distribution. In addition, the band-pass filtering required to apply this method substantially reduces the speckle noise already present in the optical phase change maps. In Figs. 6-a and 6-b we can see the envelope maps calculated by this method for the tested aluminium plates. The beat wavelength Λ was measured in each field as the average distance between consecutive nodes, i.e., the dark fringes in the envelope maps (tables 1 and 2). 
Measurement of the wave frequency
As we employ long tone-bursts of about one hundred cycles, the frequency of the excited wave is the same than that of the electrical signal driving the wedge transducer. So, we took the value of f from the driving electronics (tables 1 and 2) . Nevertheless, we also have recorded the displacements of a zone of the plate surface much smaller than the Lamb wavelengths by means of a speckle point interferometer. The recorded temporal waveforms of the multimode Lamb waves generated in the aluminium plates are highly regular in both amplitude and frequency. A typical spectrum along with details of the instrument can be found in [26] . The spectra obtained demonstrate the monochromatic character of the wave. Another demonstration of the equality of the frequencies of both modes A0 and S0 comes from the fact that the position of the nodal lines of the beating in the displacement field remain fixed regardless of the measuring instant (Fig. 5 ).
Measurement of the longitudinal wave velocity
The measurement of the longitudinal wave phase velocity c L is performed by the pulse-echo method. The electromechanical transducers at our disposal have a limited bandwidth, with a maximum operating frequency of about 5 MHz. By using a pulse in this frequency range, the echoes are partially overlapped in our aluminium plates several millimetres thick, so from the signal obtained in the oscilloscope it is difficult to measure with precision the elapsed time between successive echoes.
To avoid this problem we make an autocorrelation of the oscilloscope signal.
The maximum sample rate of the oscilloscope is 100 MS/s, but it can sample virtually at 2 GS/s by taking 20 different sets of data incrementally delayed by 500 ps. If the oscilloscope is in this working mode, the signal must be low-pass filtered before performing the autocorrelation, in order to avoid autocorrelation peaks separated by the period corresponding to the actual sample rate.
The obtained value of the longitudinal phase velocity for both plates is c L = 6330 m · s −1 , with an estimated accuracy of ±0, 5%.
4 Procedure to fit the model parameters to the experimental data
From Λ and f
Our first goal was to obtain the values of the elastic constants only from the experimental determination of the beat wavelength Λ and the wave frequency f .
From Eqs. 1-7 it can be established a relation of the type:
being ∆ξ the difference between the normalized wavenumbers of the two modes (that is, the normalized beat wavenumber) that, from Eqs. 4 and 16, can be written as:
For a certain plate with a fixed thickness 2h Eq. 22 is equivalent to:
The knowledge of ν and c L (with the additional datum of the mass density ρ) is enough to acoustically characterize an isotropic material, so we studied the feasibility to determine both parameters from several measurements of ∆ξ and f . From Eq. 24 we can see that ∆ξ is only function of f once the elastic properties are established. Therefore, it is interesting to calculate the frequencies for which one can obtain a good sensitivity in the calculus of c L and ν. Following the methodology of Rogers [21] but applied to our specific variables, the parameters that evaluate the sensitivity of ∆ξ to variations in c L and ν, that we call sensitivity estimators s L and s ν respectively, are defined as:
and
where σ r (·) is the estimation of the relative error in the accompanied magnitude. The sensitivity estimators can be calculated approximately from the a) b) array of numerical values that satisfy Eq. 24 as:
and their values can be obtained numerically for typical values of the elastic constants of aluminium. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show s L and s ν versus frequency for two different plate thicknesses, with a guessed set of values c L = 6330 m · s
and ν = 0, 330 and the errors set to 1%, that is σ r (c L ) = σ r (ν) = 0, 01.
We made several measurements of the beat wavelength (Fig. 6 ) from which the normalized beat wavenumber was calculated, for several frequencies close to those corresponding to the maximum sensitivities s L and s ν , being limited by the bandwidth of the generating equipment. The results obtained are shown in tables 1 and 2. For each measurement (f i , ∆ξ i ) one can establish using Eq. 24 a relation between c L and ν, i.e., the values of c L and ν that satisfy the following equation:
If only one measurement of a pair (f i , ∆ξ i ) is considered, we find infinite solutions (c L , ν) of the former equation. Nevertheless, when one has several measurement points, the problem consists of finding values of c L and ν that Table 1 Experimental values of frequency, f i , and beat wavelength, Λ i , and the corresponding calculated values of the normalized beat wavenumber, ∆ξ i , for a plate thickness 2h = 2, 98 mm and normalized frequency, γ i , for a longitudinal velocity c L = 6330 m · s −1 . Table 2 Experimental values of frequency, f i , and beat wavelength, Λ i , and the corresponding calculated values of the normalized beat wavenumber, ∆ξ i , for a plate thickness 2h = 4, 03 mm and normalized frequency, γ i , for a longitudinal velocity c L = 6330 m · s −1 . minimize the error function defined as [37] :
In order to obtain a good sensitivity, the curves c L (ν) obtained from each individual measurement should have rather different slopes. As we can see in Fig. 9 , the resulting curves for each individual measurement are quite similar, hence we will not be able to calculate accurately the values of c L and ν. In Fig. 10 the error, calculated with Eq. 30 over the six experimental points for each plate, is represented as a function of c L and ν; it is clear that there is no precise point where the error is minimum.
We conclude that using the beat between the modes A0 and S0 in the employed working points for the given specimen thickness and guessed elastic constants, we cannot determine both c L and ν simply by measuring the beat wavenumber and the frequency. To overcome that problem we decided to obtain c L experimentally by the pulse-echo method. This is the reason why we opted for normalizing the frequency with respect to c L instead of c T . 
From Λ, f and c L
As discussed previously in subsection 4.1, with the knowledge of the velocity c L , the Poisson's ratio ν of the plate material can be determined from only one measured beat wavenumber at a certain frequency. Nonetheless, a set of experimental values is considered in order to minimize the measurement error and to verify that the dependence of the beat wavenumber on frequency follows the theoretical curve, so that no other unexpected Lamb modes are present.
The methodology to solve the problem is the same of the previous section. In this case, with the knowledge of c L and 2h, from each point (f i , Λ i ) both ∆ξ i (Eq. 23) and γ i (Eq. 5) can be determined, and from Eq. 22 we can define an error function as:
The sensitivity estimator s ν can also be defined as:
or approximately:
The variation of s ν with γ for ν = 0, 340 (that is a value more representative of the best fitting values than the formerly guessed figure 0, 330) and σ r (ν) = 0, 01 is represented in Fig. 11 . It can be seen from this figure that the sensitivity for the selected excitation frequencies (γ i = 0, 78-1, 21) is reasonably high.
Considering the measured plate thicknesses and the measured longitudinal wave phase velocity c L = 6330 m · s −1 for both plates, it was found that the values of the Poisson's ratio that minimize the error χ ∆ξ (ν) are ν f = 0, 3382 for the plate of 2, 98 mm and ν f = 0, 3396 for the plate of 4, 03 mm. The experimental errors in the measurements of 2h, f and c L are estimated to be each less than ±0, 5%. To evaluate the uncertainty in γ, Eq. 5, the uncertainties in 2h/c L and in f should be combined. The contribution of 2h/c L to the relative uncertainty in γ i is reduced to the relative uncertainty in the time delay, τ , that corresponds to the autocorrelation peak (see subsection 3.4) because c L = 2h/τ . This uncertainty in τ is of the order of ±0, 1%. So, the total uncertainty in γ i is of the order of ±0, 5%. The dominant component of the uncertainty in ν is due to the error in the measurement of the normalized beat wavenumber. We estimated that this error has an absolute value of ±0, 01, practically constant across the range of measured wavenumbers and independent of the plate thickness. Based on these experimental errors and on the propagation of errors in the fitting procedure, we conclude that the error in the determination of the Poisson's ratio is less than ±2% for the plate of 2, 98 mm and less than ±3% for the plate of 4, 03 mm.
In Figs. 12-a and 12-b the experimental points are shown superimposed to the theoretical curve for the best fitting Poisson's ratio ν f . For demonstrating the sensitivity of the fitting procedure, the curves corresponding to values 1, 02 · ν f and 0, 98 · ν f are also drawn.
Once the values of c L and ν are known, it is possible to calculate any other 
The mass density for both plates is ρ = 2790 ± 15 kg · m −3 , resulting E = 73, 2 GPa ± 3% for the 2, 98 mm thick plate and E = 72, 8 GPa ± 4% for the 4, 03 mm one.
Summary and conclusions.
A new optical technique for determining the elastic constants of the material of a plate was described. It utilizes a map of the surface out-of-plane displacements, obtained by pulsed TV holography, corresponding to the beating between two Lamb modes (A0 and S0) generated in the plate.
The beat wavelength is measured in the displacement map for several frequencies, selected in order to perform sensitive measurements. However, for the particular frequency range available with our ultrasound generating equipment, it was found that another independent experimental parameter is necessary to univocally calculate the elastic constants, and so the longitudinal phase velocity was measured by the pulse-echo method. Then, the Poisson's ratio and the Young's modulus have been obtained with accuracies better than ±3% and ±4% respectively.
